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		Learn how to build, test, secure, deploy, and efficiently consume services across distributed systems.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the wealth of options provided by Spring Cloud for wiring service dependencies in microservice systems.
	
			Create microservices utilizing Spring Cloud's Netflix OSS
	
			Architect your cloud-native data using Spring Cloud.


	
		Book Description

	
		Developing, deploying, and operating cloud applications should be as easy as local applications. This should be the governing principle behind any cloud platform, library, or tool. Spring Cloud-an open-source library-makes it easy to develop JVM applications for the cloud. In this book, you will be introduced to Spring Cloud and will master its features from the application developer's point of view.

	
		This book begins by introducing you to microservices for Spring and the available feature set in Spring Cloud. You will learn to configure the Spring Cloud server and run the Eureka server to enable service registration and discovery. Then you will learn about techniques related to load balancing and circuit breaking and utilize all features of the Feign client. The book now delves into advanced topics where you will learn to implement distributed tracing solutions for Spring Cloud and build message-driven microservice architectures. Before running an application on Docker container s, you will master testing and securing techniques with Spring Cloud.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Abstract Spring Cloud's feature set
	
			Create microservices utilizing Spring Cloud's Netflix OSS
	
			Create synchronous API microservices based on a message-driven architecture.
	
			Explore advanced topics such as distributed tracing, security, and contract testing.
	
			Manage and deploy applications on the production environment


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		This book appeals to developers keen to take advantage of Spring cloud, an open source library which helps developers quickly build distributed systems. Knowledge of Java and Spring Framework will be helpful, but no prior exposure to Spring Cloud is required.

	
		Table of Contents

		
			Introduction to Microservices
	
			Spring for Microservices
	
			Spring Cloud Overview
	
			Service Discovery
	
			Distributed Configuration with Spring Cloud Config
	
			Communication Between Microservices
	
			Advanced Load Balancing and Circuit Breakers
	
			Routing and Filtering with API Gateway
	
			Distributed Logging and Tracing
	
			Additional Configuration and Discovery Features
	
			Message-Driven Microservices
	
			Securing an API
	
			Testing Java Microservices
	
			Docker Support
	
			Spring Microservices on Cloud Platforms
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Material Appearance Modeling: A Data-Coherent ApproachSpringer, 2013

	A principal aim of computer graphics is to generate images that look as real as photographs. Realistic computer graphics imagery has however proven to be quite challenging to produce, since the appearance of materials arises from complicated physical processes that are difficult to analytically model and simulate, and image-based modeling of...
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Ontological Engineering: with examples from the areas of Knowledge Management, e-Commerce and the Semantic Web. First EditionSpringer, 2004
Ontologies provide a common vocabulary of an area and define - with different levels of formality - the meaning of the terms and the relationships between them. Ontologies may be reused and shared across applications and groups Concepts in the ontology are usually organized in taxonomies and relations between concepts, properties of concepts, and...
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Visual Intelligence: Microsoft Tools and Techniques for Visualizing DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Go beyond design concepts and learn to build state-of-the-art visualizations


	The visualization experts at Microsoft's Pragmatic Works have created a full-color, step-by-step guide to building specific types of visualizations. The book thoroughly covers the Microsoft toolset for data analysis and visualization, including...
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Security Fundamentals for E-Commerce (Artech House Computer Security Series. New Series)Artech House Publishers, 2000
If you're charged with maintaining the security of e-commerce sites, you need this unique book that provides an in-depth understanding of basic security problems and relevant e-commerce solutions, while helping you implement today's most advanced security technologies.
From designing secure Web, e-commerce, and mobile commerce...
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The Art of Mastering Sales ManagementCRC Press, 2009

	If you believe that the answer no is but a request for more information and understand that the best closing questions are rhetorical, you understand the basic art of sales. If you can teach that art to others, you have the makings of a good sales manager. But not all good sales managers are equal; some are forward thinking enough to...
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Theory of Lift: Introductory Computational Aerodynamics in MATLAB/OctaveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Starting from a basic knowledge of mathematics and mechanics gained in standard foundation classes, Theory of Lift: Introductory Computational Aerodynamics in MATLAB/Octave takes the reader conceptually through from the fundamental mechanics of lift  to the stage of actually being able to make practical calculations and...
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